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Do they walk
on water too?

These two SJSU students appear to be floating on top of the game
room at Moulder Hall dormitory as they soak up sun between recent
rain showers. But although it might have been nice to hove added a
swimming pool on the building, the roof is indeed only a roof, so the
water is a mere two inches deep.

By Robert Clark
The Spartan Shops Board of
Directors voted 5-2 with one abstension yesterday to defeat a
resolution asking for the complete
removal of all Spartan Shops money
from the Bank of America because
of the bank’s ties with businesses in
apartheid South Africa.
The resolution, written by Joe
Trippi and Robert Crawford-Drobot,
was presented to the board Feb. 15.
The board at that time voted 6-2 to
table the resolution until yesterday’s
meeting.
During the meeting, CrawfordDrobot said Spartan Shops’ indirect
involvement
through Bank of
America’s support of some
businesses in apartheid South Africa
"is direcly contrary to all that we
stand for, in terms of human rights

Drop-in center ordered to leave S.U.
By Kevin Fagan
The Peer Drop-In Center was
ordered to vacate the Student Union
by March 17 in a motion passed by
the S.U. Board of Governors
Tuesday.
The motion, passed 8-0 with one
abstention, concludes a six-month
struggle by the center to be allowed
to stay in the S.U.
Maryanne Ryan, S.U. Board of
Governors chairwoman, said
because the center is without faculty
supervision, professional training or
advising, the board of governors and
S.O:’ ate- liable fOr any emotional
trauma suffered or damage done by
people as a result of counseling
received there.
According to the center’s
publicity, it is a place where
students can go to "seek contact,
communication and help from
volunteer student counselors in
coping with thz stresses of college
life."
The center has been without a
faculty director since former
director Thornton Hooper died last
December.
Counseling Services Director
David Newman said his department
offered to provide a supervisor after
Hooper died, but the offer was
rejected by the center’s coordinators.
"They said they wanted a

passive adviser with no control,
instead of a supervisor," Newman
said, "and I couldn’t accept that.
They must have a faculty member to
supervise and train them."
Ron Taylor, one of the center’s
four student coordinators said, "the
message we received from the
Counseling Department was that
they would take us under their wing
and boss us, and we reject that.
We’ll accept help but not bossing.
"We
are
a
student
organization," he continued, "and
as such are not required to have
anyone from faculty to advise us."
"Besides," he added, "we don’t

need anyone to train us. We have our
own training program, which was
set up by Hooper, and it’s more than
enough."
Taylor said no one has observed
the training program except Hooper
and the students being trained.
Newman said the center was
started by the Counseling Services
in 1973 with the stipulation that it
have a faculty supervisor although it
was to be managed by students.
At the heart of the matter lies
the question of whether the center
actually provides counseling or not.
If it does, whoever is ultimately
responsible for the center, in this

case the S.U. and board of governors, would be held liable for the
center’s actions.
Definitions of what constitutes
counseling are varied.
"We don’t offer counseling,"
Taylor said. "People come in to talk
about problems with people who are
here, but we don’t counsel or give
advice."
"Anyone on the verge of
freaking out, we refer immediately
to Building K (the SJSU Counseling
Center)," he emphasized.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, counselor in
Building K who co-founded the

Senate ousts computer tutors
By Bernice Cherry

out their programs by themselves."

Computer science students are
without a tutoring program this
semester as a result of the Academic
Senate’s need for more office space.

Ruth Yaffe, chemistry professor
and chairwoman of the Academic
Senate, was instrumental in the
changeover which occurred during
the semester break.

to
Genral
According
Engineering Chairman Edward
Dionne, hundreds of computer
left
science students are
"struggling, and suffering at the
trying
to
figure
brows
sweat of their

"In this office we are involved in
selecting the new president," she
said. "We are the elected government of the university. It involves
paperwork and employees. It gets

down to whether or not one believes
in an elected government."
The offices, located on the third
floor of the Engineering Building,
are big enough for five or six people
to work in, Yaffe said.
Two fulltime and four part-time
employees help in its operation.
Dionne said room 300 was given
to the General Engineering
Department in 1958.
(Continued on back page)

center with Hooper, disagrees.
"You are providing counseling," she charged to the center’s
coordinators at the Tuesday
meeting, "and because you have no
supervision you are a danger to the
students of this university and the
S.U.
"You can’t even define counseling," she said.
"Since its beginning, the purpose of the Peer Drop-In Center has
been to provide peer counseling,"
Newman said.
In addition to disagreeing with
the counselors, Taylor could not
accept the S.U.’s liability for the
center as reason enough to evict.
"We have a good track record,"
he said to the board of governors.
"We’ve never been sued and never
messed people up, so why are you on
our case?"
After the meeting, Taylor
claimed the board of governors had
not given the center a fair chance to
defend itself.
"It had already been decided to
give us the boot before we went to
the meeting," he said. "They made
the decision privately among
themselves and just voted on it to
make it look good."

and equality."
Crawford-Drobot said the
resolution was introduced "to indicate our lack of desire to do
business with any business entity in
South Africa.
"By taking this subjective action, we are informing everyone to
start forming a consciousness of the
problem," he said. "I’m concerned
that any entity would adopt a policy
of profit over people."
Student board member Joe
Trippi said he opposed Spartan
Shops’ doing business with Bank of
America because "I don’t think that
we should be building up a government that is repressive."
Crawford-Drobot said, "I can’t
see how we can support Bank of
America which supports these kinds
of businesses in South Africa."
Student board member Alice
Johnson said Spartan Shops board
members voted 7-0-1 at their last
meeting to purchase 15 NCR electronic cash registers. "We just voted
to buy some NCR s, and they are one
of the companies doing business in
South Africa."
Though he agreed in "principle," with the resolution, board
member Stephen Achtenha gen,
associate professor of marketing,
didn’t agree with the proposal to
sever monetary ties with the Bank of
America.
"The mode is inappropriate," he
said. "Cutting off business with
Bank of America is inappropriate. I
agree with the purpose of the
resolution, but not with the means of
carrying it out."
Achtenhagen said he believes
even if Spartan Shops were to
remove all its money from the Bank
of America, it would be difficult to
avoid either direct or indirect involvement with some businesses in
South Africa.
"It gets down to, you don’t want
to buy scotch tape because 3M has
business ties in South Africa," he
said.
Glen Guttormsen, director of
business affairs, said, "Bank of
America issued more than 50 percent of all student loans issued in
California. Their bank services for
our students has been outstanding."
He said the bank has provided
money for improving the area
surrounding SJSU, and that "they
have been most helpful to us."
"We should have some loyalty to
them as they have had to us," he
said.

Strange bodies fill science lab with eerie air
a
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Dissecting cadavers dispels student death fears
By Dan Weems
"I wanted to see what they
looked like. I’m disappointed. I
expected them to look different. I
thought the muscles would be pink,
not brown," said Cliff Beattie, a
junior physical education major,
after seeing a cadaver for the first
time.
Most of Beattie’s classmates
admitted they weren’t certain what
their reaction would be to the
cadavers used in their basic human
anatomy lab at SJSU.
"I was really scared. You don’t
know what to expect," said
Catherine Carter, a sophomore
speech pathology major.
Carter, like most of her
classmates, was relieved when told
the corpse’s face wouldn’t be exposed.
"If I had to look at the face, I
would have had to leave," she said.
Nearly everyone in the Biology
52 class said the cadavers looked
different than what they’d expected
or been led to believe.
"It’s a lot different than I expected," said health science
sophomore Yolanda Varragon. "I
expected it to be bloody. I’m glad the
face isn’t exposed."
"I keep wondering what’s
happened to the person’s soul. It
looks like a piece of chicken," said a
student who refused to identify
herself because "people will think I
don’t have any respect for the
dead."
All of the students said they
were taking the class to fulfill a

requirement for their major or
because of a personal interest in
human anatomy.
No matter what fears or expectations the students brought to
class with them, no one was fearful
once they had seen the cadaver.
The experience aroused
curiosity and fascination with the
functioning of the body from
everyone interviewed.
"I thought I would be apprehensive," said physical
education junior Louise Bosin, "but
the interest factor overwhelms the
apprehension.
"It’s the only way to study the
body. You can only get so much from
a picture."
"We’re privileged here to have
cadavers," said Henry Murphy,
professor of biological sciences.
"Some schools use cats, but the
muscles are different, and the
students suffer because of this."
Man’s innate fear of death is
often translated into a fear of the
dead, a fear Murphy and his
colleagues must overcome when
students are exposed to a cadaver
for the first time.
"We’re always anxious to
present this in the right way," he
said. "We try to prepare students in
advance to view the beauty of the
body and what they can gain from
it."
Several measures are taken to
overcome student fears. The face of
the cadaver is always covered, thus
preserving anonymity.
The students themselves do no

the inevitability of death.
"You consider yourself immortal until you’re around 40," he
said. "When you finally stop and
think of the finality of it all, you
might decide ’Why not?’
"I wouldn’t want to donate my
body for use as a cadaver," Murphy
said, because his own special interests are in micro-anatomy rather
than gross anatomy.

actual dissection, arid no part of the
body is ever exposed except the one
being studied.
Humans, like all animals, have
an odor. According to Murphy, the
odor associated with humans is
greatly decreased when the fat and
skin are removed.
The fluid used to keep the
cadavers from drying out, a mixture
of carbolic acid, glycerine, phenol
and water, also has a strong odor
that overwhelms the smell of the
cadaver itself.
Anatomy instructors at SJSU
have considered using a welldeveloped athlete to show how the
muscles look while being used, but
at $50 an hour the expense would be
too great for 12 to 14 lab sections,
according to Murphy.
"Teaching science is expensive.
For the tools you need, anatomy is
the cheapest of the sciences," he
said.
Contrary to popular belief,
cadavers don’t need to be kept under
refrigeration or in any type of
special container.
"Once a body is embalmed, it
will last forever if it doesn’t dry
out," Murphy said.
When the cadavers are being
used, a wetting solution is applied
everyday. When not in use, this need
only be done once a month.
When stored, the bodies are
wrapped in sheets and kept in a
black zippered body bag.
State law requires only that
cadavers be stored so that they
won’t be on public display and that

no one other than those actually
registered in a class such as Murphy’s be allowed in a room where
cadavers are being studied.
"We’ve had people wander in off
the street who want to take a look at
a cadaver," Murphy said.
In California, cadavers aren’t
sold, but are allocated to schools
through the office of the State
Curator from one of several regional
centers to which people will their
bodies.
The bodies being used at SJSU
this semester were prepared by the
San Francisco College of Mortuary
Science. For this technical service,

the university pays $150.
An additional 885 is charged by
the curator’s office to cover part of
the cost of paperwork.
If a person dies without leaving
relatives, his body becomes state
property and is sent to a regional
center.
However, most cadavers are
bodies of people who decided to will
their remains for the serious study
of anatomy, according to Murphy.
"We make a pitch for students to
donste organs or their bodies,"
Mwphy said, but he finds most
young people are unwilling to face

Because the paperwork involved
is so expensive, young people who
might not be living in one area all
their lives aren’t encouraged to sign
up to donate their bodies upon death.
"By and large, they want people
who are stable in a community. If a
person lives in an area permanently,
a regional center like Stanford
welcomes their singing up," Murphy
said.
If a student objects to being
exposed to a cadaver, he is excused
from that part of the course if he can
get the lab portion of his anatomy
requirement waived by his major
department.
This only occurs with one or two
students out of approximately 250
taking the course each semester,
Murphy said. He credits this not so
much to his ability as a teacher but
to changing attitudes in society.
"We’re dealing with a more
honest approach to the hump.,
body," he said. "I think it’s healt
to see people breaking down feelin,
that the body is somehow dirty."
After taking anatomy. Murphy
hopes students will "learn to appreciate their own bodies more."
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letters
National Lampoon
Editor:
Vicki Johnsen’s review of the
National Lampoon show proved
once again the old cliche that women
don’t have a sense of humor.
Of course she hated the show. It
was never meant to appeal to
women. If Vicki had done any
research before the show she would
have discovered that the National
Lampoon is geared primarily
toward young adult males with an
immature attitude and obsession
toward sex.
One of the beautiful things about
living in America is the diversity of
entertainment we’re allowed to
enjoy, no matter how obnoxious
others find them.
That’s why I thank God for
things such as the Sex Pistols and
National Lampoons which offer
alternatives to conventional institutions like Peter Frampton and
Bob Hope.
Jon Pullman Porter
Journalism Senior

Death penalty
Editor:
As I read Norman Gotwetter’s
forum column on the death penalty,
I could understand where he was
coming from even though I do not
agree.
Norman commented on how
easy it would be for him to pull the

Junkie kicks the TV habit

Addiction caused hallucinations
By Kevin Fagan
lam a reformed TV junkie.
It wasn’t so long ago that I was
in high school and spent my afternoons after class with "Hogan’s
Heroes" and the "Three Stooges."

KevIn Fagan is
Spartan Doily reporter

Come evening, I’d stop long
enough to grab a quick dinner and
then I’d be back at the tube,
plugging into the "Six -Million Dollar
Man" and "Happy Days" until
unbearable eyestrain forced me to
bed.
I was like a heroin addict. If I
missed my daily dose of boob tube,
breathing would become difficult,
my hands would start shaking and
my feet would do strange things,
tripping over steps and running into
walls.
On top of that, everywhere I
looked I’d see crazy TV characters.
One afternoon Aunt Bluebell’s
face appeared on a roll of Scott’s
Towels in the supermarket, and as I
stood horrified, she started to whine
at me, telling me to be a good boy
and buy her towels.
I tore myself away, but when I
got outside Yogi Bear and Boo-Boo
were waltzing on top of my car.
Luckily, I managed to make it to
a nearby Sears T.V. demonstration
section, where I watched game
shows until my fit was over.
My head was hopelessly infused
with senselss commerical jingles
that would pop up at any time. Once
when I was having an all-American
MacDonald’s lunch with a friend he
told me about how he broke his arm
and I started humming, "You
deserve a break today..."
When he threw his milkshake in
my face, all I could hear was a
parrot chanting, "ring around the
collar, ring around the collar."

Soon everything reminded me of
T.V. In the bathroom, I’d squeeze
the tissue to see if it was Charminsoft, and found myself listening for
the Tidi-Bowl man in the toilet.
My chicken had to have
"Wessonality," and if I didn’t have
Wheaties in the morning I was
useless for the rest of the day.
It seemed I was hopeless.
However, a TV lives forever, but
not so little junkies, as Peter, Paul
and Mary said (sort of I.
I moved away to college and
suddenly I had no time to indulge in
my habit. The two hours I had left
after classes and studying I spent
eating and trying to compose my
frazzled head before collapsing into
bed.
I’d watch a little TV on the
weekends, but it had somehow lost
its magic. It appeared as though the
call of the academia had turned me
around.
Then one night a strange
madness came over me while
studying homework. I suddenly got
the irresistible urge to watch the TV.
As if compelled by some supernatural force, I shuffled like a
zombie into the living room and
flicked on the tube.
The show was "Happy Days,"
my old favorite. I settled back on
the couch, assuming my old slackjawed, limp TV-watching position.
"Why am I doing this?" I
thought to myself. "I’ve got important things to do! I’ve got to stop
this!"

Craig Anderson, Corinne Asturiall.
Reporters
Gary Barger. Sherry Barka., Kathy Beck,
C here Beers, Angela Blanchette, Anne Brennan,
Bernice Cherry, Robert Clark, Jerome Colwell,
Laura Del Rosso, Juhe DIFIene, Hal Donaldson,

However, just like any junkie

By Marcene Fehrman
Americans ingenious as we are,
have found a new way to make a
buckthe lawsuit. It’s now very
much in style, and very, very
profitable to sue.
Citizens are constantly pitted
against each other for profit. The
courts are jammed with such
disputes.
The answers to disagreements
and problems are no longer arrived
undiscussion,
through
at
derstanding or mutual satisfaction.
It’s become a case of money and
revenge.
Morcene Fehr/non is a
Spartan Doily

reporter

A recent UPI report told of a
Berkeley woman who is suing the
fireman who knocked out her front
teeth while trying to stop the
bleeding from her wrists, which she
had slit in a suicide attempt. She
wants $50,000.

Summoning all my willpower,
I lurched forward and rammed my
foot violently through the screen.
Fonzie’s face exploded into a million
pieces.
I stood panting, surveying the
destroyed TV set before me, and a
slow smile came to my face. At last
I was free! I knew at that moment
my addiction was truly over.

She claims that during her 19th
driving lesson, as she was headed
for a large tree, the driving instructor didn’t brake or turn off the
ignition.
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Forum policy

Kevin

The intent of the Spartan Daily

I Forum Page is to present viewpoints
on issues affecting the university
community
Comments, columns and editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs
Editoriats reflect the position of
The Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or organza.
Ion and will appear with a by-line
attributing the article accordingly
The Daily encourages reimier
comments regarding editorials,
comments or news stories.

Editor:
In reference to the letter written
by Randy Scott of the Revolutionary
Brigade
Yourth
Communist
regarding how bad conditions are
here at school.
I object to him and his like
speaking out as if they represent the
majority of students on campuis.
For their information most students
here like their school, their life and
their great country.

who has kicked a habit could tell
you, it takes effort and strict
discipline to stay off.
Still, every once in a while my
eyes turn glassy and my hands itch
for the smooth curves of a tuning
knob...

’Simplistic’

All he did, according to the
woman, was brace himself and
shout, "You’ve bloddy done it this
time."
The pupil is charging
negligence.
Lawyers haven’t made things
any better. Many have begun to
take cases on a contingency basis. If
the client wins when a case has been
taken on contingency, the lawyers
take a big cut of the settlement. If
the client loses, the lawyer receives
only a base fee for his time.
It’s suing made easy, cheap and
Who wouldn’t risk a
attractive.
small fee for a possible $100,000?
The unfortunate soul being sued
can’t win no matter how the case
Lawyers must be paid
results.
regardless, and many times court
costs. The person being sued loses
lots of time and probably a few
nights sleep.
And the rest of us, seemingly
remote from the entire ordeal, get
stuck eventually.
Rising medical and insurance
rates are a direct result of these law
suits. Prices are increasing to cover
time spent in the courtroom.
I don’t have a cure for the lack of
concern for people on either side of
the courtroom. But what could help
is a threat of responsibility hanging
over those considering a lawsuit.
To assure commitment and
sincerity, both court and lawyers
costs should be paid by the party
who loses the case. People might
think twice before jumping into
court if they know it might cost
them.

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily comes letters
from readers expressing individual
viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, doublespaced and must include the writer’s
signature, major, class standing,
address and telephone number.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
Best letters are 250 words or
less.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style or libel.
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail
to the Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 94192.

Reports, 1976 show that violen.
crime fell four percent that year:
The murder rate dropped eigh’,
percent and the rate of arrne(.!
robberies was reduced 10 percent::
All this without confiscatini’
weapons from citizens.
Education is the best way ti
prevent firearms accidents. Huntei
safety courses have made accident:
a rare occurrence in that sport. Yoi
may obtain more information by
calling the San Jose Polict
Department at 277-9133.
The need for self-protection is
still with us, as is obvious to anyone
who reads the newspaper. The
American Rifleman reprints a
dozen news articles every month
where armed citizens, often without
a shot being fired, have prevented
crime.
George Richard Kester
Industrial Technology Senior

Common sense
Editor:

Hits radicals

If SJSU is not radical enough for
them, this group would do the silent
majority a favor if they would
transfer to the University of Riga of
Havana.
Gordy Bakken
History Graduate

Lawsuits jam courts

Today people will sue anybody.
But it’s not a trend totally exclusive to American fashions.
Monday a 55-year-old London
woman presented a case against her
driving instructor.
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Now lam a happy man. I do my
school work, have a better social
life, and know new meaning in life. I
still allow myself an occasional news
special or movie, but no more than a
couple times a month.

switch or whatever it takes to do
away with these people. He is saying
how easy it would be for him to take
another life without second doubts.
Does this not place you, Norman, in the same category as the
two convicts that felt it was so easy
to kill. The only difference is that
you are committing lawful murder
whereas the others were not.
Most homicides are committed
by members of the family or friends
not by mass murderers. How big of a
"thrill" do you think the family
would get when the son or daughter
gets the death penalty for killing one
of his/her siblings or parents?
I agree something definitely has
to be done with these people but
what I really don’t know. I do know
and Norman also knows that taking
the life of the offender is not going to
bring back the life she/he took, and I
know that it will also bring more
grief and sadness to the family and
friends of the offender.
Is there not enough suffering
and sadness around without adding
more? There has got to be another
way.
Denise Lowney
A.J. Corrections Sr.

Editor:
I cannot agree more with
Spartan Daily reporter Hal
Donaldson’s opinion that today’s gun
laws are much too lax (column
"Handguns don’t protect" of Friday,
March 3rd).
However, I can not disagree
more with his simplistic solution for
the problems firearms present,
namely, the confiscation of all
private citizens’ handguns.
Mr. Donaldson quotes various
incidents where handguns have
caused serious injury and death
because of improper handling due to
lack of education and experience
with firearms. These situations are,
unfortunately, commonplace today.
There are, however, many
everyday instances where handguns
protect the lives of innocent citizens
and prevent violence from taking
place.
Mr. Donaldson claims that the
need for self protection no longer
exists in this day and age. Apparently he is not keeping up with
current events.
Violent criminal activities are a
common factor in today’s society,
and as Mr. Donaldson himself
states, criminals can obtain handguns with little difficulty.
The automobile, used carelessly
or maliciously, is as dangerous a
weapon as a gun, yet to advocate
their confiscation would be
ludricrous. If the purchase and
possession of handguns was a
privilege earned by passing a strict
exam, many of the tragic accidents
that occur with firearms could be
avoided. Statistics have shown that
educated gun owners rarely have
gun accidents.
We should not deny individuals
the privilege of owning handguns for
sport, hobby or self-defense. Instead, we must do everything
possible to insure that firearms are
only in the hands of competent
citizens.
Tom Rose
Psychology Junior

Education best
Editor:
This letter LS in response to Hal
Donaldson’s article on handguns
( March 3rd,)
The FBI Uniform Crime

All of the shooting accidents
mentioned in Hal Donaldson’s
comment "Handguns don’t protect"
make a good case for following the
basic, commonsense rules for
handling, using, and storing
firearms, and nothing else.
The gap between his shooting
accidents and the conclusion that
handguns should be taken away
from individuals can only be crossed
with a heavy emotional charge.
The point is that banning handguns does not follow from isolated
shooting accidents. A particular
person’s negligence was responsible
for each accident, not the general
population owning handguns.
Individuals can only be held
responsible for their own actions and
not the actions of others. No one has
the right to force an individual to
give up any of his personal none-ofanyone’s-business activities unless
he has abused someone else’s
similar rights by his actions.
Every time we dispose of or
compromise a right because some
people don’t think it’s "necessary"
we set another precedent for further
erosion of our individual freedom.
If issues such as gun control are
not looked at in a Libertarian cause
and effect manner then it is possible
to rationalize any restriction on our
lives in the name of some so called
liberal or conservative cause.
Dante DeAmicis
Economics Senior

Uninformed
Editor:
Hal Donaldson’s editorial
"Handguns don’t protect" needs a
reply because he is uninformed
about his subject.
He claims that if handguns were
taken away from private citizens
accidents and criminal actions involving handguns will stop increasing.
This is not true! The State of
Massachusetts enacted a tough gun
control act that took effect in
January of 1975.
According to a massive study by
the Harvard La v School’s Center for
Criminal Justices Gun Law Project,
the only definite results of the gun
control law is that its decrease of
general firearms availability "did
not produce a significant reduction
in firearms deaths or in the
proportion of homicides resulting
from firearm attacks."
Rather than attenipt to take
away handguns from private
citizens we should take a lesson from
history and require that anyone
wishing to purchase a handgun be
required to show proof of having
passed a certified gun safety course.
This is required to get a hunting
license and since that requirement
has been in effect the amount of
hunting related gun accidents has
been declining. This kind of law is
not only more reasonable but the
majority of gun owners present and
future would probably support such
a law.
James Health
Civil Engineering Junior
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Soph teaches self-defense to women
By Vanessa Selina imeier

before even finishing his
second year at SJSU.

The change from
college student to teacher
takes most people at least
four years, but Steve
Papenfuhs made the move

Papenfuhs, 19, is the
student instructor for
"Beginning Self Defense
for Women," Physical

Education 30A, and is
working with lecturer Oran
Kangas.
Together they instruct
women
in
avoiding
dangerous
situations,

tee

e

;Fr_

Oran Kangas, lecturer in Steve Papenfuhs’ self-defense class, demonstrates on
Papenfuhs that being knocked down by an attacker can result in a good
defensive stance.

talking their way out of an
attack if possible, and, as a
last resort, defending
themselves when attacked.
The actual physical
self-defense techniques
taught are a mixture of
kung fu, ju-jitsu and simple
street fighting.
Papenfuhs, who holds
two brown belts in kung fu,
began learning the art four
years ago in a leisure
services class taught by
Kangas,
and started
teaching kung fu two years
later.
He currently works
with Kangas at the Institute of Psycho-Physical
Development giving night
classes in kung fu and jujitsu.
Papenfuhs deliberately
chose kung fu over the
arts,
martial
other
because, "In my opinion,
the kung fu forms are much
prettier," he said. "They
have a lot more flow and
grace."
He said the classes he
was taking taught him how
to defend himself in a
street fight, rather than
just in tournament competition.
Many stories
exist of karate black belts

being beaten up in street
their
despite
brawls
proficiency on the mats.

MM.

Both men and women
need self defense training,
yet there are no men’s self
defense classes, he said.
He said Kangas is
trying to get a men’s self
defense class started at
SJSU.
In his experience,
women are often better
students in self defense
classes because they tend
to pay attention more and
learn faster.
"A lot of guys who
come in and take kung fu
classes don’t want to think
that we can teach them
something. They’re on a
macho trip, not receptive.
Women tend to understand
that we have something we
can teach them," he said.
After completing a
two-year degree at SJSU,
Papenfuhs plans to go to
chiropractic college, and
eventually establish a
practice somewhere in the
Bay Area.
But, even then, he said,
he will continue to teach
and improve his kung fu
skills.

photos by Ross Mehon

One of the students in Papenfuhs’ class practices a palm strike on the instructor. He encourages students to use physical force as a last resort.

Sufi dancing described as ’way of the heart’
By Hilary Ann Roberts
Stepping lightly, they
breaths,
their
count
glimpsing cautiously at the
circle they’ve formed.
Faster now, each
whirls higher and stronger
- until their voices, in
singsong chants, harmonize to become one.
It feels gentle, joyous,
high.
Quickly, the circle
stops. Shy smiles are exchanged. Another two-hour
evening of Sufi dancing "the way of the heart" has begun.
The dances,,, a, uniqqe
blend of folk and
meditation, bring both
young and old San Joseans
together. Nearly everyone
learns them easily.
And although most
participants know little of
Sufism - the Islamic sect
that sponsors the Monday
evening celebrations all
along the West Coast - they
agree it satisifes a holy minded need.
"I heard about the
dancing because I needed
to hear about it," said
Patrick ("no need to use
my last name"). A former
SJSU student, he has been
coming to the 8 p.m.
sessions at the First
Unitarian Church, 160 N.
Third St., for a couple of
years.
"It was the best way to
combine dancing and
spirituality," he said. "It
slows me down, centers
me."
10 -year -old
For
Christine ( "don’t worry
about my name"), the

dancing is plain fun.
Srie accompanies her
mother to the dances once
a month. "I just like to.
I’ve been doing it since I
According to
was six."
the Sufi pamphlet, the
dances praise all religions
and seek the "glory of God
and elevation of mankind,
leading therein to ectasy
and self-realization."
Instructor Qutbuddin
( prorounced "Ka -tube-a dean" regards them as a
ritual celebrating the
brotherhood of man. He
taught in Santa Cruz before
establishing a San Jose
group two years ago.
in
come
"People
contact with the possibility
of ideal love," he said.
"The key is coming in tune
with one’s breath and
You’re
consciousness.
touching the source.
-It’s a different kind of
high in San Jose," he said.
"We’ll get up to 40 people in
Santa Cruz, and San
Francisco has up to 200
every week. We might get
15 here, but it’s still very
nice, and very high."
His wife Bhakti )Baktee), an art teacher at San
Jose City College, occasionally takes part.
"The people who come
are searching," she said.
"It’s scmetimes called the
dance of sniversal peace."
There’s a whole surge of
spiritual things, she added,
that is a direct result of the .
windows drugs opened up."
As she told it with a
checkle, "I was always
involded with meditation
as a little girl. I was raised
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as a Quaker, so that’s what
we did. It just wasn’t
popular back then."
Qutbuddin, a Bahai
member before joining
Sufism four years ago,
added, "People are drawn
to different paths, and
those drawn to an active

"Learning is not just
intellectual," Hodges said.
"When he (Qutbuddin)
comes, doors are opened,
precisiely because the
dancing taps a high
emotional and body level.

Although "I don’t keep
head counts," Hodges said
up to one-third of his
students become involved
with the San Jose group at
any given time.

By Jerome Colwell
SJSUrs

Industrial

Design program, formerly
in the School of the Applied
Sciences and Arts, has
merged with the Graphic
and Interior Design
programs in the Art
Department.

photo by Melanie

Porker

Sufi dancer Qutbuddin, left leads a circle of followers of the meditative
Islamic dance, often called the dance of universal peace.
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euphoric state when
dance," he added.

I
"We’ve put some flyers
up around campus," said
Bhakti. "But we’re the only
leaders that I know of who
carry on full-time jobs, too."
And Qutbuddin said,
"Participants only get out
of it what they put into it."

Yet he doesn’t see It
ever pulling in as many
people as the Santa Cruz or
San Francisco gatherings.

Yet for soft-spoken
Loren Thornton, bespectacled and middle-aged,
the Monday evenings seem
well -spent.

"Qutbuddin isn’t into
hard-sell," he explained.
"He does it for the sheer
joy of sharing, I suspect.
With a little advertisement,
he could bring a lot more

"The main reason for
being involved is the
emphasis of the heart," he
explained.

Design courses merge
with Art Department

University community

FIFTY YEAR ANNIVERSARY
PI
KAPPA ALPHA

Nearly all the students
join in.

"I myself get into a

Spartan Daily

354-2513

years and been involed in
Sufism for 10," said SJSU
Sociology Professor Hal
Hodges. For the last three
years, Qutbudding and
Bhakti have demonstrated
the dances for his
"Socialization and Personality" classes.

"You forget your
worries and get a general
sense of well-being," he
said. "This dancing leads
to a more relaxed person,
one who is able to handle
stress and not prone to
illness.

By Kathy Beck
With Gallup and Roper
as their "idols," a group of
sociology professors and
students is conducting an
opinion poll using SJSU

4311

meditation are drawn to
Sufi dancing."
Both philosophies, he
said, believe in the
brotherhood of man. But
while Bahai de-emphasized
ritual, Sufism accentuates
it.
"I’ve taught here for 20

students and faculty to
determine the amount of
awareness in the community of certain subjects
of interest.
Sociology
The
Laboratory Committee,
Sociology
by
headed
Professor Snell Putney,
will be conducting approximately four polls
throughout the semester in
the academic community.
The first poll in March
will deal with campus
security and general
the
feelings
towards
college community.
The same "random
sampling" of more than 100
faculty and more than 200
students will be surveyed
about three more times
regarding other issues to
be decided later by the
committee.

Members are presently
compiling the second poll.
"It might possibly
cover attitudes of Bunzel’s
resignation," Putney said.
Sociology Department
Chairman and committee
member Alvin Rudoff said
the polls serve two purposes.
"The first one is
education or training,"
Rudoff said. "The second
committee is to serve the
academic community."
Rudoff said the
committee will focus on
questions of wide -spread
interest, but added that
topics can be submitted by
other interested parties.
"The idea is to get a
sample
of
academic
community and use the
same people," Rodoff said.

In a move "fairly
unique in American
universities," according to
Dean Henry A. Bruinsma
of the School of Humanities
and Arts, the merger
became effective this
semester.
The idea for the
merger was developed
after the schools’ deans
suggested last .semester
that faculty members of
the three design programs
study the possible benefits
of such a merger.

industrial
sciences
sciences.

"The school of design
was located in a wide
variety
of places,"
Bruinsma explained, but
now is centralized in the
School of Humanities and
Arts.
The Industrial Design
program is defined in the
1976/1978 general catalog
as "a creative activity
unique
requiring
the
combination of aesthetic
sensitivity and technical
knowledge."
Its goal is "to make the
technological world more
humane," and it includes
courses from several
disciplines including art,
business,
cybernetics,

studies, the
and social

Coordinator of the new
program is Professor
Stewart Barron, who
recently returned to SJSU
after several years as
director of the Otis School
of Art in Los Angeles.
There are no major
changes planned in the
faculty or in the three individual
programs,
Bruinsma said, but the
faculty is looking forward
to the possibility of
developing new courses of
common interest to all
three fields.

A survey was also
made of other institutions,
and reactions to a possible
merger were solicited from
leaders in the several
fields.
In addition, Bruinsma
said, the chairman of the
educational committee of
the National Society for
Industrial
Designers
strongly supported the
plan, indicating that he felt
designers from Soth the
fine arts as well as the
technological area would
benefit.
More than 60 schools in
the country have hailed the
merger as a novel idea.
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Fast food, campus eateries costlier

Halve food bills with home cooking

By Nancy J. Smith
preparing the same food at home are
Saving money by fixing most of your shown below and indicate what these
may
meals at home is not a new idea, but it
savings are.
be surprising how significant the savings
The meals listed were chosen because
be.
can
they are representative of those available
By Carol Sarasolui
The results of an informal survey at places on and around the SJSU campus.
The other night I walked into the kitchen to discover comparing food costs at various fast-food The at-home costs are based on current
my husband laughing over a newspaper questionnaire, and campus eating places versus food prices at Lucky Supermarket,
one of those do-you-know-your -wife quizzes designed to
start fights in any home.
He was chuckling about the question, "Does you wife
ever read a cookbook for pleasure?"
"I leafed through a cookbook once looking for a new
recipe," I said, rising to the impending argument.
"Did you notice that your cookbook disappeared
BREAKFAST
shortly after you tried out the new dish on us?" my
husband said, laughing.
Actually I hadn’t noticed, but I wasn’t about to admit
Home
S U. Cafeteria
it.
"What use is a cookbook, anyway?" I said defen15
30
(8 oz.)
Juice
exanything
buy
my
let
sively. "The store clerks won’t
16
45
Cereal/Milk (8 02 )
recipe."
new
a
pensive even if it’s for
06
20
Toast (21
that."
about
thought
hadn’t
"I
he
admitted,
"True,"
05
20
Coffee
I am, unfortunately, an aberration of normal
.42
$1.15
Total
womanhood. Set in front of a typewriter, in a newsroom,
I’m contented and occasionally even competent. Transplanted, in a kitchen or at a store, being totally inHome
Mc Donald’s
S.U. Cafeteria
competent, I’m the immediate target of every grocery
"Big Breakfast"
clerk with an overdeveloped maternal instinct.
.12
50
Scrambled Eggs
It all began innocently enough. Three months ago I
.14
60
Sausage
stood patiently watching my life savings being eaten up by
.11
Hash Browns
the cash register, only a twinge of terror showing in my
1.30
.08
40
English Muffin
eyes, when the clerk said, "You don’t really want these
.15
30
1600 1
30
Juice
large tomatoes do you? The smaller ones are cheaper.
wait."
.05_
.25
20
Coffee
Why don’t you just run back and get the others? I’ll
Ten people stood in line glaring, plotting my demise,
.65
51.85
$2.00
Total
stand.
while I shamefacedly scurried back to the tomato
One old biddy had the nerve to mutter, "You’d think
Prices and selections vary at different locations
she’d know better. Large tomatoes! Humph."
Hash browns aren’t always available at the cafeteria
have
me
let
to
refused
The next week the clerk
week,"
this
cheaper
is
"Romaine
iceberg lettuce because
and frosted flakes, "They’re bad for your children’s
LUNCH
teeth."
This continued for a month with nary a word of protest
from me. It never occurred to me that I had the right to
Home
S.U. Cafeteria
Mccionald’s
buy expensive lettuce and rot my children’s teeth.
Every week when I returned with the groceries and
Quarter
explained the odd situation, my husband always said,
30
1/4 lb. burger
Stackburger
.95
Pounder
.75
"Uh-huh."
.14
.25
Fries
Fries
.30
Fries
.15
Cookies (2)
.08
25
Cookies
Cookies
Translated, this means, "If I really listened carefully
.15
.20
Fruit
Fruit
to everything you said, we’d end up in divorce court. So I’ll
25
Coke (6 1/2 oZ. bot) 18
Coke
25
Coke
pretend to listen, you pretend I’m listening and we’ll both
85
pretend we aren’t pretending."
51 82
Total
81.55
However. I always suspected he was actually
listening and was secretly pleased I was saving money
(Fourth and San Carlos streets). Prices and selections vary at different
every week. He was pretending not to be listening too
locations.
intently.
Includes cost of hamburger, bun, catsup, mustard, pickles
By the second month, the clerks would spot me and
I
shelves.
the
reach
could
before
I
me
overtake
to
race
was immediately apprehended, my grocery list ripped
DINNER
from my trembling hand, and every expensive, offending
item was scratched from the list.
(Dinner for One)
I once tried to sneak past the clerks, dressed as a boy,
but the clerk became suspicious, seeing my pink
nailpolish, and I was forced to return a blueberry pie I had
Home
Colanes Sanders
been drooling over.
36
Fried Chicken
Fried Chicken (2 pcs. )
13
Mini ear of corn
Cobette of Corn
"Why am I putting up with this?" I wondered aloud
.05
Roll
Roll
last week.

Why eat out tonight?

"Maybe it’s because you’re saving money every week
and the budget is balanced for the first time in 10 years,"
my husband nastily suggested.
"You were listening tome," I accused.
"Women are positively perverse at times," he
mumbled.
I pretended not to be listening, he pretended not to
know that! had heard and in a fit of passion I took off- for
a different store.

Mashed Potatoes/
Gravy
Apple Tart
Milk (8 oz.)

.99
.55
.35

Mashed Potatoes/
Gravy
Apple Pie (1 pc.)
Milk (800.)

.10
.32
.09
$1.05

$1.89

Total

1552 E. Santa Clara St.); Prices and selections vary atdifferent locations.
Cost based on price of 10 lbs. potatoes.

fb

a

it in plastic bags and store it in the freezer L
Slices are handy for packing a quick
lunch and will be thawed by the time yoli
are ready to eat.
Shaping ground beef into pattie:
before freezing it also saves time when yoi
get ready to make hamburgers.
When preparing a meal, try to fi
enough for a second meal. The extra f
can be stored in the freezer in aluminum
trays or plastic ocntainers that a lot o
foods come in.
TV dinner trays are also good for
freezing leftovers; you can make your own’
TV dinners.
Some other suggestions for saving
money when shopping for food:
Make a list of what you need (this
curbs impulse buying).
Don’t shop when you are hungry
(you’ll buy a lot of things you don’t need).
Check ads in the paper ( Wednesday )
for bargains and coupons.

cra

To my utter amazement the clerk said nary a word,
not a snarl of protest, not even a hint of annoyance.

By Susan Smith
Spectacular accomplishments in
human rights and an improving world
opinion of the American United Nations
delegation are some of the major accomplishments of the Carter administration, according to special U.N.
Ambassador Allard K. Lowenstein.
"By any valid yardstick, it has been a
good year," Lowenstein said during a
recent news conference at SJSU. "There is
a climate of change in the U.N., a direct
result of President Carter’s and Andrew
Young’s personal contributions."
Lowenstein,a prominent civil rights
activist and former New York
congressman, has traveled four continents
to assert America’s commitment to
universal civil rights since taking his post
six months ago.
"I go to countries to speak of our
concerns, not to preach.
"Unavoidably our efforts have
produced certain tensions. Countries who
don’t want to change repression, of course,
criticize our work," he said.
Lowenstein, a recent delegate to the
U.N.
Human Rights Conference,
responded to criticism that such work
might violate the internal sovereignty of
various nations.
"There is no such thing as internal
affairs where human rights are concerned," he said.

"Frosted flakes and tomatoes," I said, "and you have
those insensitive, callous, unfeeling grocery clerks to
thank for it. Look at what they let me buy."
"Look at what they let you buy?" my husband said.
"If you only knew what it cost me to get my frosted
flakes hark."
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"Governments don’t have feelings,
they have interests;
"People have feelings and this is what
we appeal to."
Lowenstein believes there is less
appreciation among Americans of the
achievements which have been made in
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one year.
"There are immeasurable change
everywhere, although in some places we
will see greater results than in others," he
said.
"We can’t force our will on countries.
But we certainly must express our concerns."
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Buy, food for at least one week at a
Fresh whole chickens are less expensive, but it is easier and takes less time time.
to use frozen chicken that is already
And remember, it’s less expensive to
covered with batter and fully cooked and is
buy larger quantities if you have room to
still cheaper than going out for it.
It is less expensive to buy several store them.
pounds of potatoes, but instant potatoes
Many grocery stores offer day-old
save time and also are reasonable.
Because of students’ irregular bread at discount prices and most
schedules, it is often not practical or wholesale bakeries have thrift stores
feasible to go home for meals, especially where day-old bread and cakes are sold for
much less.
lunch.
Bringing lunch to school, naturally, is
Some stores also sell day-old meat up
the least expensive way to go. Fixing lunch to one-third off the original price.
the night before solves the problem of not
These are just a few useful tips that
having the extra time in the morning.
Leftovers from previous meals often have been learned from the experience of
make good sandwiches. Chicken, turkey, living on a limited budget and with a busy
schedule.
ham and roast beef are some examples.
Stores occasionally have special
Other helpful sources are cookbooks
prices on roasts or ham and a medium- that are designed especially for those who
sized one makes at least a meal and have very little time or money for
several sandwiches.
preparing meals. These also help if you
While slicing meat, slice enough for have little confidence in your cooking
several sandwiches at the same time, put ability.

Ambassador says America s image improving

I walked into the house to a chorus of "What’s for
dinner?" (My brood instantly Salivates at the sight of
grocery bags.)

Ho
dri

Pr

I stroke purposefully through the store, plunking six
pounds of huge tomatoes, four heads of iceberg lettuce
and a case of frosted flakes on the counter.

I drove home, glancing periodically in my rear view
mirror, certain I would be overtaken at any moment by an
irate clerk.

I

Seventh and Santa Clara streets.
For instance, a couple of old-fashioned
glazed doughnuts and coffee for breakfast
will cost 59 cents at Winchell’s Fifth and
Santa Clara streets; 50 cents at Spartan
Bake Shop; and 31 cents if fixed at home.
Hot chocolate instead of coffee will
cost 35 cents at Winchell’s; 25 cents at
Spartan Bake Shop; and 15 cents at home.
Of course, the prices at fast-food and
similar outlets are based on more than just
the cost of the fond. But one basically pays
for the added convenience.
Another factor to be considered is the
time required to fix food at home. Finding
time can be a problem on a student’s
schedule.
Although frozen foods can cost more,
they take less time to prepare. In the
meals listed, costs were based on using
frozen foods such as doughnuts, corn,
french fries, orange juice and apple pie
wherever possible.
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profile
Publicist says Hollywood is a ’roller coaster’
By Vanessa Sehnatmeier
He doesn’t fit the stereotype of a
Hollywood publicist. He doesn’t
drink, smoke, or even dress loudly.
Despite all
this,
Frank
Lieberman has parlayed his
professional drive, knowledge, and
contacts into a highly-paid public

relations career.
Lieberman handles public
relations for Tony Orlando, the TV
performer who suffered a manicdepressive breakdown last year and
is undertaking a carefully orchestrated comeback.
Lieberman spoke to several

public relations classes last Thursday about Tony Orlando, the entertainment world, and the
relationship between publicists and
the press.
"I was as shocked as much as
anybody," he said of Orlando’s July
22 on-stage announcement that he

PR intern ’loves’ challenge
of hectic entertainment world
By Hilary Ann Roberts
Some students confess they’ll go
to any lengths for an elusive, razzledazzle internship. But star-struck
Robin Howington, an SJSU public
relations senior, turned those
dreams into tangible proof last
summer.
Flying to Los Angeles and then
commuting four hours daily from
her grandfather’s Anaheim home to
Westwood, Howington was Frank
Lieberman’s assistant publicist for
10 weeks.
She spend about $4110 in savings
and received no pay.
"At the beginning, Frank was
handling Englebert Humperdinck,
Gary Frank of the TV show
’Family’, a sculptor and Tony
Orlando," Howington said, eyes
glowing.
"But after Tony’s breakdown,
Frank took a gamble and let his
other clients go. He made the
decision to just stick with Tony since
he really nseded him," she said.
Howington, who met Lieberman
early last year while in search of an
Orlando interview, was shocked and
confused when the pop singer made
his emotional retirement announcement in Massachusetts.
"I’ve always been a fan," she
recalled excitedly. "And if you’ve
ever seen Tony perform as
physically as he does he gives
everything to his audience you
knew that eventually something had
to go.
"But as much ’as he loves entertaining, I knew he had to be really
sick to announce his retirement,"
she said.
The next two weeks, Howington
said, were chaotic.
Since it was assumed Orlando
would no longer be able to perform,

each," she said. "We had letters
from every state, and Japan and
England, too."
Orlando’s breakdown, she said,
taught her how to deal with a public
relations crisis.
"Also, the contacts I picked up
were invaluable," she said. "I was
exposed to record company
executives and celebrities.
"It’s the kind of view of entertainment you can only get from
the inside."
The attractive brunette admitted that compared to her job with
Lieberman, her SJSU curriculum is
tedious.
"I’m only here right now to
master PR principles and theory
like how to research a problem and
write press releases.
"But I’ll be working for Tony
again this summer at $100 a week -, she said happily.
Howington said she ran into
surprisingly few problems while
working in the dizzily paced entertainment world.
"You do have to set up your
personal code of ethics before
getting involved," she stressed.
"Once you stick to that, you won’t
have any problems."
Her code, she explained, was no
drug use
"it’s freely passed
around" and no bed-hopping.
"You can only get so far ahead
with that," she said confidently. "I
know I’ll move up faster by showing
people I’m there to do the job and
nothing more."
In addition to Lieberman’s gift
of a gold-heart diamond pendant,
Howington said she left with "a firm
conviction that entertainment’s
exactly where I want to be. I love
it!"

Robin Howington
his secretary and fan club coordinator were fired. Keys to his
Yellow Ribbon Production office
were changed, and Howington was
sure her services would no longer be
needed.
But Lieberman called from the
East encouraging her to stick it out.
"All the wire services wanted
the latest, and we were incredibly
busy," Howington said. "Associated
Press, United Press International,
the trade papers you name it.
"I would just tell them I’d get
back to them. Then I’d wait for
Frank to instruct me on how to
handle each individual."
Anxious fans wrote about
Orlando’s health at the rate of 200
letters a day. Howington began to
answer each one personally, but she
soon adopted a form letter.
"I made it real nice, since it was
physically impossible to answer

was ending his performing career.
As he watched Orlando announce his retirement, Lieberman
realized members of the audience
would know the newsworthiness of
what they were witnessing and
attempt to call the wire services.
To ensure the facts that he
wanted known would appear,
Lieberman instinctively rushed to
call the wire services himself with
the information rather than wait for
their inquiries.
"Other people got there first,"
he said, "But the wire services ran
with what I gave them."
Such maneuvers are essential
to being a good publicist, Lieberman
said. A publicist should always be
one step ahead, in control of the
press and the information the news
media receive.
He understands the quirks of
journalists well, having been a
journalist for more than 15 years,
and said, "I always consider myself
a journalist first."
Counting his first job selling
newspapers on street corners
Lieberman, 35, has been involved
with journalism since he was nine
years old.
Lieberman has scored several
entertainment journalism coups,
including getting four one-to-one
interviews with Elvis Presley at a
time when the late star would see no
one else.
Lieberman wears an unusual
gold necklace bearing the initials
"TCB," for "taking care of
business," and a lightning bolt. The
necklace was given to him by
Presley, with whose family
Lieberman remains close.
"I’ve had people offer me
$10,000 for this because they know
it’s the real thing," Lieberman said.
His last strictly jounalistic post
was as entertainment editor on the
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner, a
position he quit when his managing
editor demanded he stop freelancing or resign.
Working the other side of the
journalism-public relations force, he
finds journalists are easily conned.
"They don’t research, don’t
question you and will let you get
away with anything."
Lieberman said he may be
a"workaholic." His job occupies
him 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, a condition he says his wife

photo by Bloir Godbout

Frank Lieberman
has learned to understand.
"You live in a different world.
You have to separate yourself from
it, or otherwise it engulfs you."
He tends to form strong
relationships with his clients, but
regards this as a bad habit in the
"roller -coaster" entertainment
business.
Nevertheless, Lieberman and
Orlando are extremely close.
"No PR man knows his client as
well as I know Tony." Lieberman
met Orlando about five years ago
during his stint at a Los Angeles
entertainment-oriented PR firm,
when he was asked to cover for
Orlando’s account executive at an
opening.
Lieberman worked with Orlando
from that night on
"Tony never
knew that I wasn’t his account
executive" and Orlando stayed
with him when he opened his own
public relations firm a year ago.
Lieberman is writing a book
with Orlando on Orlando’s life and
his voluntary commitment to a
prominent mental hospital following
his breakdown.

The book is tentatively titled,
"The 72-Hour Commitment."
Lieberman wouldn’t divulge the
hospital’s name because the book
will be "not complimentary."
Lieberman has outlined
Orlando’s expected career course at
least two years in advance,
believing proper public relations
means career planning.
He hasn’t planned his own
career as carefully, but dreams of
ultimately becoming the entertainment director of a nightclub
and of owning his own newspaper
("weekly, daily, it doesn’t matter").
He advises aspiring reporters
and publicists to hang around their
local newspaper offices, writing for
no pay if necessary, to get their allimportant job experience.
Being
aggressive
and
developing one’s own reportorial
ethics are imperative.
But motivation is the key,
Lieberman said. He believes you can
get as far as you’re willing to drive
yourself.
"Boy, is that poetic but I mean
it."

Women’s International League survives 28 turbulent years
By Alicia V iloria
Unlike many women’s
groups that have come and
gone since the dawn of
Women’s Lib, there is a
local group of women that
has struggled and survived
through the civil rights
movement of the 1950s, the
anti-war protests of the ’605
and the changing lifestyles
of the ’70s.
Currently concerned
with international disarmament and cutting the
military budget, the 26year-old local chapter of
the Women’s International
League for Peace and
Freedom is still going
strong.
The leader of the 100member group is Marge
Boehm, 55, of San Jose.
Also national president of

the league, Boehm is the
first West Coast member to
be elected to the office.
During the ’50s, the
group was mainly involved
with civil rights and civil
liberties issues.
"It was one of the first
local organizations to
complain to the school
board about the lack of
minorities being hired,"
Boehm said.
In the ’605, the group’s
priorities gradually shifted
toward
the
anti-war
movement and draft
counseling, she said.
"A lot of us came to
WILPF as mothers with
young children very much
affected by the war. I first
became interested in the
peace movement when my
oldest child had to crawl

Academic Senate
petitions available
Nominating petitions for 18 Academic Senate
positions are now circulating in SJSU departments and
offices. The current senators’ three-year terms end May
1.
Five student senators, a representative from the
support staff and senators from education, engineering,
humanities and arts, sciences and social sciences are
needed to fill the upcoming openings.
There is also one three-year term available on the
Academic Senate of the California State University and
Colleges system.
Petitions for placement on the May 7 ballot were
distributed Feb. 27, and must be returned to the senate
office by Monday.
Twenty validated signatures are required for ballot
placement.
All faculty candidates must be tenured. Students
interested should go to the A.S. Office.

under his desk for civildefense drills at school."
In 1966, San Jose
members were arrested
after they tried to block a
truck loaded with Napalm
on its way to,Vietnam.
"Now we see our role
as working toward
disarmament and diverting military spending to
spending for civilian
needs," Boehm said.
In 1977 the group raised
money to buy an antiadmilitary-spending
vertisement in the San Jose
Mercury-News.
"The
community
supported it to such an
extent that we were able to
enlarge the ad
with
money left over," BOetun
said.
With that money, the
group sponsored an all-day
conference last October.
Titled "Jobs, Health Care
and Education in a War
Economy," or "Local
Needs, Local Taxes vs.
Military Spending," the
event "was extremely
successful," Boehm said.
Over 200 people attended the conference that
featured speaker Ron
Dellums. Workshops were
held on local needs in
education, transit, health,
welfare and labor.
The Labor and ConWorkshop,
version
focusing on conversion

from military production to
peace time production,
resulted in the formation of
a coalition concerned with
reducing the military
budget.
"In Santa Clara Valley
we’re very heavy in
military
production,"
Boehm said, "and it’s a
very touchy situation
because people working in
it are naturally frightened
that their jobs will be
jeopardized."
In this light, the
WILPF is promoting a new
senate bill recently introduced by Sens. George
McGovern, D-S.D., and
Charles Mathias, D-Md.
The bill, S 2279,
outlines
a
national
program to insure that
military cuts are not
covered at the expense of
defense workers.
Congressman Don
Edwards, D-San Jose,
supports the league and
"will work on getting a
similar conversion bill
introduced into the House,"
Boehm said.
"We have an appointment
with
Congressman
Norm
Mineta, D-San Jose, later
this week and will ask the
same of him."
On a national scale, the
WILPF is involved with
promoting
universal
disarmament, national

GRADUATE

SEATS

Paul’s Cycles

For furthet information, contact the
A.S. Office in the Student Union or
call 277-mi.
Deadline for appli
cations is Friday, March 10.

As national president
of the league, Boehm
believes the WILPF "is the
broadest-based women’s
organization that there is in
the country."
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"We are interested not
only in problems that
specifically deal with
women," she said. "We

Although
WILPF’s
membership has decreased
since the Vietnam war era,
Boehm believes that is true
of most peace groups, both
raditional
and
nontraditional.
Ohion ColtlIge
Performing Arts,
Repertory
Theatre
presents

HAIR
8 p tn.
Studio 22
eh. 23-25
March 2.4.9 11, 16-18
Reservations
657 2100 ext. 346
10 a.m. 4 p.m
OHLONE COLLEGE
43600 Mission Blvd
F remont

Marge Botthm

ALVIN AILEY
NMIT It AN DANCE:MEAT-ER

VOLUNTEER COUNSELORS

NEEdEd

FOR

FREShMEN ORIENTATION

Since 1949

OPEN

in the Student Council to any
graduate in good academic
standing and have a minimal
g.p.a. of 2.0.
Student must be
willing to put in long hours.

Boehm recently attended a White House
briefing on the Panama
Canal Treaty, which the
league also supports with
the reasoning that it would
promote the abolition of
colonialism and internationalization
of
waterways.

relate them to economical,
social and political issues."

For super service see:

SCHWINN-RALEIGH-NISHIKI-DEALER
2

014

economies emphasizing
people instead of profit, a
strong United Nations, civil
rights for all, the Equal
Rights Amendment, ending
United States intervention
abroad and government
spying, and peace
education in schools and
communities.

OPEN:

Tues.,

Weds., Fri., 8:30.6:00

Thurs., 8:00-8:30
Sat., 8:30-5:30

1435 The Alameda
Son Jose, CA
Sehes,Service
PHONE:
294-9536

We need students to help new freshmen
learn the ropes at SJSU from Thurs. June
22 to Sat. June 24. For information and
applications, call 277-2191, or come by the
Dean of Students Office, Admin. 242
Deadline is March 17.

14,METES
Thfe
DATwOr

Tuesday, March 14 at 8:00 PM
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
Student tickets $3.00 or $4.00 in advance
Students, staff and faculty at any school in the area
are eligible to purchase these specially priced student
tickets. A valid JD. card sill he required for each pair
of tickets.
Tickets are on sale no% at the A.S. Busisness Of
SJSU Student Union. An Associated Students
Presentation made possible in part by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agencv . in
cooperation with the California Art :Council.
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Sports
Cagers meet ’Vegas
By Steven Goldberg
SJSU’s women’s basketball team has
been matched against University of
Nevada -Las Vegas in the Western
Regionals of the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women today at
3:45 p.m. in Stanford’s Maples Pavilion.
The UNLV Rebels, 22-1, have lost only
to the nationally ranked University of
Kansas, are among the top 25 teams in the
country and probably should be rated
higher, according to Coach Sharon
Chatman.
"They have always been among the
scoring leaders in the country," Chatman
said.
Do the Spartans stand a chance
against the Rebels?
"They play a style of play I fast-paced)
that’s suited to us," Chatman said. -We
are an unknown quantity to them. They
may underestimate us. I think we have a
good shot at it."
The Spartans gained a berth in the
regionals by winning the Northern
California Athletic Conference, the first
title in the history of women’s basketball
at SJSU with a 12-0 record. The Spartans
were 17-9 overall.
"I thought we had a legitimate shot at
the conference title," Chatman said. "I did
not feel we’d go undefeated."
The Spartans, who won their last
regular season game 56-51 over Fresno
State University, also had a 10-game
winning streak that was the longest in the
history of SJSU women’s basketball.
Chatman, in her second season as
SJSU coach, said the freshmen on the
team were some of the best in the conference.
Although final statistics haven’t been
compiled yet, Chatman said, those
freshmen led the team in several
categories.
Elinor Banks, 6 feet 3, and 5-foot-7
Karen Mason led the team in scoring,

Gymnasts to meet at SJSU

Chatman said, while playmaking guard
Wanda Thompson led the team and the
By Dave Reynolds
conference in assists.
A group of the nation’s top male gymnasts will gather
"She’s (Thompson)been a big plus," at SJSU tomorrow night for the PCAA Gymnastics
Chatman said. "It’s tough for a freshman Championships. The compeitors include Yoichi Tomita,
to have the poise and maturity that a the nation’s top all-around man for five weeks.
playmaking guard needs," Chatman sid.
Competition begins at 7:30 p.m. in Spartan Gym with
Hvwever the biggest surprise on the optional exercises, continues Saturday at 1 p.m. with
the team, she said, has been forward Lee the compulsories, and ends that night at 7:30 with the
Bernardino, a junior college transfer from finals.
Shasta Community College.
It is expected to be a close, interesting meet between
"You can’t ask a player to do more CSU-Long Beach and CSU-Fullerton, Rich Chew, Spartan
than Lee Bernardino," Chatman said. mentor said. Chew expects SJSU to take third with UC
-She plays 100 percent all the time and Santa Barbara rounding out the field of four.
with pain. She’s quick and should be a
Top people to look for in each event, according to
team leader next year.
Chew, are:
Bernardino set the Spartan single
Floor exercise - Mike Levine, the Spartan’s top allgame scoring record of 28 against San around man this season, may be close to Long Beach’s
Diego State University earlier in the Tomita, who was the top all-arounder for five weeks this
season. She also sparked the team in their season, and is currently ranked second.
title winning game against Stanford on
Also, Sam Shaw, who red-shirted for Fullerton last
Feb. 25.
their top all-around performers, should
Mandy Purnell, 6-foot-1 freshman year, and is one of
watched.
from New Zealand, started the season be
Pommel horse- Joel Ulloa of Fullerton (second in the
slowly beacuse of the difference in the
contact allowed by international rules and nation), should be the man that Levine and Jim Kirk will
collegiate rules, Chatman said. After have to battle.
fouling out in several games early in the
Rings- The guy to beat will be Fullerton’s Elliot
season, Purnell has become one of the Schnee, ranked fourth in the nation, followed by tis
more consistent players on the squad, she teammate Joe Lash, who is sixth.
added.
Leading the Spartans will be Charles Paratore and
Chatman said it would be a real long Levine. Paratore, says Chew, can score higher than
shot for the team to win the regionals.
Levine, but is not consistently better. Chew also noted that
"You have to be realistic," she said. in the past, Paratore has been "sacrificed" occasionally
"UCLA should win it. They’ve beaten for the sake of a better team score.
every other team in the regionals except
Vaulting- Fullerton’s Shaw, the nation’s top vaulter,
for Las Vegas and UC-Davis and they and Tomita will be the men to watch. Spartan John
haven’t played them."
MacGowan, who made it to the finals for the first time in
UCLA is matched against eighth his SJSU career, is the leading hopeful for SJSU.
seeded Stanford, which was chosen, for the
Parallel bars- Tomita and Fullerton’s Joe Snee,
most part, because they are the host team,
eighth in the nation will test SJSU’s Levine.
according to Chatman.
Horizontal bar- Chew expects the main contest to be
If a competitive team is hosting the
AIAW tournament she said, then it will get between Levine and Tomita.
Both Fullerton and Long Beach also have depth,
a berth. Stanford finished second in the
NCAC.
which the Spartans lack, Chew said

fd.
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Jim Kirk, Spartan gymnast, will face some tough competition in the paralle
bars this weekend. Opposing him will be Yoichi Tomita of Long Beach State
one of the top all-around men in the notion. He will also face Joe Snee 0
Fullerton now ranked eighth in the nation in the parallel bars.
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Lou Stanley Kuhrtck Classics

August Moon
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A CLOCKWORK ORANGE
DR. STR,ANCELOVE

once

7:30
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Plus! CITY LIGHTS
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Every Tuesday Night.
NO COVER
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COLLEGE HOUR: 9-2 a.m.
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A unique establishment’.
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1111
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Sat.. March 11

"Step back Into the past in an
1090s bar that rolls back the prices."

ANY CALL IN THE HOUSE 99
MICHELOB ON DRAFT 50 0

SKYCREEK
Saturday. March 11th
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HAPPY HOUR: 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

PEoplE

THURSDAYS ONLY
Well drinks 75t

Monday. March 13th

92 N. Market St.. S.J.
292-8220

Draft beer 50t

Mon., March 13

WE POUR THE BEST
Jack Daniels
Cuervo Gold
Smirnolf
Michelob
Johnny Walker Red

TRACE
Tues., March 14

-Ask about FREE dinners’.
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GRAND OPENING’

Happ, Hour 4-7 pm
Live Entertainment
251:5 The Alameda 2.47.0552
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All Steak Sandwiches
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20% OFF
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Buddy Love
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Gourmet Dinners
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DISCO EXPRESS

Dim Sum
Mini platter Luncheon
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Nine tops Gaels,
to face Gators
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By Scott Van Camp
The Spartan baseball
earn won two out of three
,ames against league
eading St. Mary’s College
donday and Tuesday, to up
heir NorCal mark to 8-7.
The Spartans travel
oday to San Francisco
;tate University for a noneague contest, then face
;Lanford University at
tome, 2:30 tomorrow and
Ind at Stanford Saturday
or a noon doubleheader,
ilso non-league games.
games
Playing
originally scheduled for the
weekend, which were
ained out, the Spartans
raveled Monday to
Vloraga, winning a wild
...ontest 9-8. SJSU then
..ame back homed to
Aunicipal Stadium on
fuesday,
splitting
a
ioubleheader with the
3aels, losing the first 3-1
and winning the nightcap,
also a 3-1 score.
Coadh Gene Menges,
who wanted a sweep
against the 8-4 Gaels, has to
3e content with two out of
,hree, although the
Spartans had a good op)ortunity to win the first
game of Tuesday’s twin
bill.
"We had our chances,"
le said, as the team
5tranded nine men on base.

The game was a pitchers duel between SJSU’s
Jeff Nowotny and St.
Mary’s Terry Watkins,
each hurling steady games.
In the sixth inning,
however, Nowotny allowed
a run on two basehits, and
in the ninth frame two
crucial runs on a walk and
two singles.
The Spartans came
back with a rally in the
ninth on singles by Roe
Pimentel, Rick Lane and
Dan Addiego which scored
a run, but fell short when
Rod Kemp flied to center,
ending the game.
In the second contest,
SJSU
starter
Randy
Raphael, coming off a long
lay-off because of a sore
shoulder, had an excellent
game, tossing a four hitter
with seven strike-outs.
Although his performance can be considered near-perfect, "it
was perfect" as far as
Menges was concerned.
The Spartans, behind 10 in the second inning,
came out swinging with
singles by Ernie Hayden
and Pimentel. Mike
Freeman singled home
Hayden and Pimentel
scored on the Gaels
shortstop error while
handling Lane’s grounder.
After Rod Kemp was
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AFRO American theater and
telvision production by Ethnic
Drama
Society.
Cultural
Auditions. Call 230-3911.
FLUTE LESSONS
group lessons
tor beginrsersSIOmo.
Call 2117.5916

PSI, Graduate School Of
Professional Psychology Ap
Phcations are t. urrentir being
accepted for our PhD program
in
Clinical Counseling
Psychology Existential huMa
State approved
emphasis
nisi.<
for professional license, Write
for free brochure: current
catalogue $1.00. Dr. George
Muench, director. Dr. Peter
Koestenbaurn, dean PSI, 580
College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA
94306.
SKI JACKSON HOLE Wyoming wIM
Me SJSU SKI CLUB, Easter
Week. for one of Itie best
vacations you’ll ever have.
Spend 5 days and 5 nights in the
Grand Teton Mountains and ski
one of America’s greatest
resorts. And at night party and
carouse downtown. (Drinking
age is 191 Cost is 5186 complete
for bus transportation. lodging
and lift tickets. All you buy is
food and drinks. Sign up at the
Ski Club table in front of the
Union. Coming up is the 6th
meeting. March 9th at 7 30 in
Engineering 132. More on
Jackson Hole and upcoming
events. GO FOR IT!
HOME Companion Care for the
Disabled A two unit class to be
offered by DeAnza. 6 sessions
Mon evenings and Saturday.
Will prepare students to work
wih the disabled. Placement
referral service for persons who
complete course. For more
information, call Marilyn
Norling at CAR, 494.0551.

Netters, Canada vie
SJSU’s men’s tennis
Canada
hosts
earn
College, the top-ranked
community college in the
nation, today at 2 p.m. at
the south campus courts in
a match rescheduled from
last week because of rain.
The Spartans host
Canada after a victory over
rival U-C Berkeley, 5-4,
Tuesday. Cal is ranked
Fifth in the nathin. Two
decisive doubles matches
clinched the will, Spartans
Don Paulsen and Matt
Iwerson defeated Cal’s Jim
Harper and Larry Stefanki,
7-5, 6-2, to tie the team
score. Spartans Paul
Batten and Dave Couch
defeated Carlos Acquilar
and Scott McCain in three
tough sets 1-6, 6-4, 6-4, for
the final lead and victory.
Nial Brash, SJSU’s top
man, returned to action

after being out with the flu
against Cats No. 1, Carl
Stansbury. Brash lost to
Stansbury, 4-6, 6-4, 3-6, and
felt "frustrted because I
beat him last year."
Sophomore
Paul
Batten, fighting a cold,
capitalized on his serve to
beat Martin Paula in three
sets, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
"I didn’t care if I was
sick," Batten said, "I
wanted to win the match
more than anything else
this year."
Cal’s Chris Dunk
defeated sophomore Don
Paulsen 4-6, 7-6, 6-4 while
the Bears’ Stefanki beat
senior Matt Iwerson 6-2, 6Spartan
George
Muthern won the first set,
6-4, against Acquilar and
was behind 2-5 in the
second.

PCAA ’Ranks’ Wally

PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS
for men and women Wear
Colors that enhance your colors.
i give you a palette of about 70
Mors out of a set of 500 possible
Fabrd makeup metal and
style counseling Included 535
complete
By appoudment
incunre 247 2504 wknds and 57
eves You II never have to make
a clothes mistake again

automotive

floes-Fat

Pre,

NEW AGE SEMINAR
Fabulous speakers, readings.
live celestial music. PeOPH.
more. Sat.,March II Family of
Man. More into, 2918715

AMEIV
.111111.

Spartan forward Wally Rank was voted to the second
team all-PCAA by the basketball coaches in the con’erence.
Rank received the honor for his outstanding play all
;eason as leading scorer and rebounder for the Spartans.
-le ended the season with an overall scoring average of
14.7 points and 15.7 in conference. Rank’s 7.5 rebound
average was ranked third in the conference behind CSU.ong Beach’s Francois Wise with 10.3 and UC-Irvine’s
Nayne Smith with 7.9.

PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS
A guide mediatative process
which allows you to experience
your own past lives. You become
aware of the patterns that
govern your current life ex
pression, and you obtain a
clearer understanding of the
continuity of life and the in
dividual soul purpose. This
experience allows you to open a
better channel between the
subconscious and conscious
levels of the Personality.
Sessions are conducted by
Milton Waldman and Deanna
Magnusson at the Family of
Man Center in San Jose. Cost is
530 or by donation Call 293 8715
or 356.3312 for appointment.

"I got lucky and
returned his serve a little
more," Mulhern said,
making a comeback to 6-5
and held on to win 7-5.
Couch defeated Bob
Greene 6-2, 6-4 hitting his
forehand well with strong
returns.
"I served well the
whole match," Couch said,
"so he was on the defensive
mot of the time.
"Fist of all I am really
proud," Coach Butch
Kirforian said, "In most
cases they played well.
Paulsen played a tough
person. Nial could’ve
played better. The key to
the match seemed to be
second and third doubles
coming through. We lost
last year the same way. I
am really happy."

Sr
ass

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN. Enroll
now! information available at
the AS Office or phone 371 6811

First game
(at Moraga)
9
232 000

41
41

SCI-Fl FIST.

THE MAN WHO
FELL TO EARTH
DON’T LOOK NOW

FURNITURE FOR SALE Dresser
530, table 610, 4 folding chairs
$16. double bed I yr old. RICO
Old-fashioned off ice chair $IO
Call 244-0248 afternoons and
evenings.
CHEV 4WD Step PS INS AT Ow.
Mud and Snows 06600. Call 16400
Call 279 0400 9 50m
ICE CREAM TRUCK great bus. for
student. Cashman 3 wheeler,
sm. and econAtto rnnn . Easy
income all yr round. 243 1643 or
763 0594.
Garen’ Maned, so cr., Imo mi. lust
tuned 1440/offer or take over
pmts of S20/mo. 291 8946
TYPEWRITER, SCM Coronamatic
E lectric Cartridge ribbon. 290
6610 days, 354 WO7 eves.
PEUGEOT MOPED, runs great
Only 700 miles Must sell! $300
Call Charlie 216 5024.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN own!
Plush 2 be. 1 bath condo located
only IS min from school in
Blossom Valley 538.990. 227
9492
SURFBOARD. 7’, good condition.
Must see, make offer 2932311

help wanted
DRIVER STOCK CLERK 5)25 hr
Work 3 days per week 3 to 4 hrs.
each day, to fit school schedule.
Husky, must know city well,
gOcld driving record, Phone 2904900.
- - WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English conversation at
California Language Institute in
Japan. send resutne and photo.
The
requirements
are:
American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum of 1 years. About 25
hrs per week/S1,000 per month
minimum California Language
Institute, contact Mr. Ichiro
Nohara/Yamaha Bldg. OF, it 1
Uomachi. Kokurakita Ku/Kit
akyushu, Fukuoka, JAPAN 002
College students needing over $100
per week for part time work.
Flexible hours, most be neat,
have car and phone. Call Fuller
Brush Co 2431121 for interview
appointment.
FLEXIBLE HOURS, GOOD PAY
Need nurses’ aides/ord. 64.50
/hr. LVN’s 15 62/hr and RN’s,
borne experience
17/hr,
required. Call for appt. New
Horizons Nurses Registry. 2775
Park Ave. s.c.2101749.
AT IN: 0.T .,
Req.
Social Welfare and Counseling
majors. Friends and Neighbors
is part of S.C.A.L.E , a student
volun tteer program on campus
Participating in the Friends and
Neighbors progm involves
working with . asidents of the
boardend.care homes located
near the SJSU campus. This is a
great
opportunity
for
a
rewarding work experience
Three units of credit are
available Call Julie, 377-21117.
TELEPHONE
SOLICITOR
Evenings, 55.00/11r. start Green
Thumb Lawn Service. 732 4443
Of 2454920.
Girl’s Summer Camp Counselors
SHADY LAWN FARM 6255
River Rd Oakdale, Ca 95361
1209) 847 1947. II wks 1880 plus
rrn ./lad All specialists 20 yrs or
older Non smokers 0091 or
west
riding.
horseback
vaulting, swimmingIARC WSI
CPR Senior Life), water skiing
news, kitchen, and housework,
chapel, second class dr license.
Crafts
lapidary, oraganic
gardens.

now available
in Student Union

’’,01010fgar41011-J01100.11010101010100EIER01010131010010411g1

GRAND
OPENING

DEAR STUDENT. -FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance man on
the campus can take care of all
our insurance needs AUTO,
HOME, FIRE. HEALTH. If you
are not already with Stale
Farm, call for an appointment
at my office or borne and well
set up a time convenent for you
on campus, your home or my
office Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money CALL MORY STAR,
253 3277 or 446 3649
KODAK FILM, PAPER, Chemicals.
Pro(ectors and Equipment. All
COST plus 10 percent!!! Sample
Processing K War hr
Prices:
ome and Eciachrome .135 36
3.40, 135-20. 2.011; VPS, 101/400
w/slides and replacement roll
7.00. K25 and 64 135-36 film 2.96.
VPS 135.36 1.53. 135 n 1.0,d0 It
9.57. PAPER: Polycontrast SW
10011410’s, 14.95, RC 100.800,
19.70, Ektacolor 74 RC MO 11x10.
26.96. These are but a few of the
many items we carry. Call us at
249 2456 Creative Photography.

//4
TO FACULTY A STUDENTS
1Y, STUDENT BODY CARD
T -Shirts w/custom designs

15% OFF

Original latino-flavor

Couple
SALES OPPORTUNITY
retail
wanted for weekend
sales Most work well with
people Salary and Bonus 189
8451
5100
WEEKLY
MAILING
Circulars!! Materials Supplied.
Immediate Income Guaran
teed! Rush Stamped Addressed
Envelope. Homeworker 79092
NR Pinetree, Hernando MS
38632
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English
conversation No experience,
degree or Japanese requited
Send long, stamped, self
addressed envelope for details
Japan 180,
411 W
nter,
Centralia, WA 91531
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
Ride Operators, Food Service.
Sales. Weekends, Easter Week,
Full time summer starting May
371h. Apply in Person. F RON
TIER VILLAGE AMUSEMENT
PARK. (E.O.E.)
DRIVER to take photographs and
deliver magazine to stores Most

transfers
Special

Children iron-ons

Create your very own
originals!
lettering
SALE ENDS MARCH 31

Roza Rags
of California
478 E. Santo Clara St.
Son Jose, Colit.
tooter of 1St, hydE Sonto Clam)
297-3562

t-shirts ’n things

work Toes Thurs . Sat. Must
have 35mm camera and
knowledge Of city. 2471169.
JOBS FOR ACTIVISTS
Canvas for political change We
have immediate openings for
full or part time workers Call
for an appointment between
10am 3pm
weekdays.
CALIFORNIANS AGAINST
WASTE. 123 53rd St. Suite 210.
San Jose. 29$ 56.50
HUMORIST has tentative contract
wimaior radio station. Off the
wall format. Poss expansion to
publication field. Writers, in
*rested parties, call 194 2850.
MARKETING firm expanding into
mail order bus. on co op basis.
First mailing 3/10. bi weekly
thereafter. Buy ins in multiples
of 175 available. Easy way to get
thru school, pay rent or make
car payments 294 211S0

housing
24 students to rent apt in exchange
for right work Call Gad 219 9892
Set 8 undo
SJSU 1 berm 1 1/7 bath apt Nice No
pets, $190 mo. and 5150 deposit
439 50. 4111 St. Call 293.5070
Nice 2 bedroom apt to share with
female Pool, Saratoga and 280
$133 Serious student only Call
Sofia evenings and wknds 241
7379
LARGE 2 berm, 2 bath. Porn. apt.
Pool. Underground parking.
5270/mo. 470S. 11th St. 2077090
FUL1_ SECURITY BUILDING
Extremely large two bedroom
and MO bath: wise carpeting,
AEK,
BBC!.
courtyard,
recroom, pool table, parking;
two blocks from campus. $275.
Utilities paid Chuck 9904149
leave message Now and sum
mer
SAN Jose Residence Club.CoEd for
serious students. Linen and
maid service, kitchen facilities.
Courtyard with waterfall, grand
piano, frplc., ping pong table,
pool table, lots of brick and
glass. Everything furn. 527/wk.
207 S. 11th St. Call office, 279
9504.
WANTED: Resp, female roommate
to share beautiful 7 bdrm, hon.
apt. S175/mo. Esc location.
Joan, 248.6493.
Fern. roommate wanted to share 3
berm house von other women 2
miles from campus. SI20/mo
and utilities and $50 refundable
dep. Eve or Lynn 297-6955
FEMALE to share 2 berm.. 2 be.
apt. with 1 other female. Close to
campus, turn., clean.frplc. 1120
plus utilities Call afternoon and
evenings 288 7677 or 297 21193
ROOMMATE for house on 23rd St.
Minutes from SJSU. Own room.
extras. 1100 plus WO. Call today!
292 5999.
FEMALE HOUSEMATE needed
immediately
to
share
beautifully renovated Victortan
389 per mo plus utilities. Please
call 289 8189 evenings

personals
EAT IT YES EAT IT Come tome
Art Ctuad,mr S U Mon March
13, 11 1 and eat a free (?)
burger
HAIR
UNWANTED
removed
permanently 235 E Santa Clara
Street, mm 811 294 4499 Nan
telle
LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE With
female, age is no problem. I
have a very minor voice defect
It interested, call Brian at 298
2300.

for sale

41 New film schedule,
41

’70 AMC Hornet. Exc. cond., 6.cyl .
000d body, good enolne. goo,
Runs good
1905.gas saver
MOO/offer 279 1633.
66 GALAX IE 500,0308. Call 736 5932
Or 279 2946

9.20

11

1900 Lafayette, Santa Clara,CA
95050 We aiso do weddings and
portraits at reasonable rates
Call NOW.

announcements

intentionally walked to
load the bases, Chris
Pedretti got the RBI on a
groundout to make it 3-1.
Monday’s game was a
wild affair as the Spartans
held on for a 9-8 victory, on
Russ Hayslip’s and Steve
Berglund’s performances.
Centerfielder Ernie
Hayden was the offensive
star, crossing the plate
three times on two hits with
three runs batted in.
The game was livened
by some questionable calls
by the field umpire and a
home plate ump who drew
unanimous disapproval in
the crucial final innings.

SJ 020

classifieds

RATES--

1

1

day
II 50
)00
2 50
300

I hree
doe,
2 75
2 /5
.1 25
3 75

Four
day.
40
/00
J 40
3 90

hre
days
250
300
350
400

50

SO

50

50

£u, add.honal 1,00 odd
SO

Minimum Nava Imes One Doe
IRIS 00
SirmasIvr ral Miii
Check 0 Classification
Announcamants
A001,110100
for Solo

%01

domorrourwrogRorogomoswiemositemagramesso,

w0
days
200
2 30
300
1 50

L

Help wanted
lost ond Found
himsonals

d*3Y5
15
2355

JOBS ON SHIPS! rompricon.
Foreign. rience required Ex
cellent pay Worldwide travel
Summer job or career Send
53 00 for information. SEAFAX.
Dept In. First Laurel, Port
AngelesWA 98362
Rent a cabin at TAHOE. 2 bdrt, at
ft of Heavenly, near cluby $150
wk,S50wknd. 267 2697.
The SJSU Gay Student Union is an
alternative social group open to
all gay men and women GSU
provides a place Income out to a
supportive atmosphere, and
friendly
people.
Liberate
Yourself .he all you can be
come to GSU. each Thursday at
8pm in the Almaden Room of the
Student Union. Upcoming
events include: 2/16 rap group:
7/23 creativity night, 3/2
speaker meeting. 3/9 potluck:
3/16 rap group: 3,23 disci:.
dance, 3/30 speaker meeting.
HAVE A question concerning Real
Estate? Want to own property’
of
Tired
management
HASSLES? Your problems are
over If you call 287 3953 7 berm
duplex for rent after March 1st
Call Pat at Homes And Things.
One more thing, 1973 350 Honda
for sale
WANTED- 135mm and 270mm. 405
lens or Speed Graphic NM
G400 10111 Meter wanted. 264
2732.
LIKE to share yourself and your
skills with other students whle
gaining valuable experience?
Become a Peer Volunteer at the
Peer Drop In Center We need
students interested In sharing
themselves with others in a
loving supportive way Call Zoni
at 2190991 or come by Peer
Drop In Center. 3rd floor,
Student Union Of students, for
students.
LOVE Is what you need! rew dating
Syst Free Info Write DAWN.
P.O. 500 6321. $.3 CA 95150

Experienced in builder tng9 I nerd
Info. about it. Call Tony 2903961

stereo

SHARON K: We Mink you’re on the
right track Batman and Robin
Happy B day Brother Redneck.
from your bleeding liberal heart
sister.
MR. TILE TOWN: Bring your shirt
over and I’ll wash it. sorry! The
Harvey Wallbanger Shiite,
CC: Are you really too hot to handle?
ZINGER.
SWEET BA151300. Be gentle SO
yourself, strive to be NIPPY
LOve,Nukie Bear
6.H. sUiti;g- up for game "Don we
now our gay apparrel " The
Dynamic Duo
RAPED! MUGGED! NO WAY for
Ms. or Mr Hunters use if Stops
a grizzly bear Fits in a lady’s
glove You make it 53 cost It’s
legs. Call 0500 Foundation,
733 6362
MAN, 28. likes to boogie, Looking to
connect wiwornan who likes to
do same Not looking to get laid
or married. assume Same for
you Prefer live, hard rock. will
try Other. Am non creepo
good company, intelligent
Blake, 2942000. Ans serv may
answer.
TERRI 0: i know you read the
personals, so this one’s for you
You’re safe with me I’m one of
the 20 perccent sexually imc
five
AL GARZA- You got the boys etclty
hall all shook up --seems you
have a reputation as an honest
politician. The Long Haranguer
TO BRUCE MILES SURPRISE!!!!
HAVE A HAPPY THURSDAY
YOUR SECRET
EASTER
BUNNY!
BURGERS, Burgers FREE? YES!
At the Art Quad, Mon. March
13,11 to 1 Come loin tne fun and
win a free dinner for 2

services
PRESCHOOL CHILD CARE. Ages 2.1/2 to 5. Hours: 93; 00; 34.
Min., 24 hrs/wk. Frances
Gullard Children’s Center, 405 S
10th St. 193 2200,
FARMERS INSURANCE Group 11
You are a good student with a
good driving rcord, you mat’
qualify for a 75 percent discount
on your auto insurance We also
have competitive rates for
homeowners, renters, and life
Appointments at
insurance
time and piece convenient to
Lott 01 211 4750.
Bruce
Call
vgii.
TYPING term papers 75 cents a
up
Resumes
page and
IBM Correcting
$2.50/page
Selectrics. All work guaranteed
Please call after 4 pm. KITTY
CARTER
NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 163
4525
TUTORING; Acctg., Basic or
Fortron. Individual or groeP
rates, Collin, 2477916.
I

TYPE term papers, theses,
reports, manuscripts, resumes_
IBM Solecctic. Joye 269.0213.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies Send fOr free
Contact
illustrated catalog
Lens Supplies. Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011
CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing needs
Student discounts. 0265930
TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let
me make your deadlines,
Professional typist Much ex
perience with term papers.
Theses, resumes. etc Use the
automatic
IBM
latest
typewriters; first drafts can be
revised quickly and cheaply
Spelling the grammatical errors
corrected, if necessary. Call
Heather. 267 8593
.
.
.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne I/after() 14081 356
4241 137 Escobar Ave., Los
Gatos, 95030.
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount on
dry cleaning For all your
laundering needs: alterations.
mending, washing. Ironing
Washing/fluff dry. hung and
folded 30 lb Pillows, Blankets,
Rugs, Sleeping Bags. Leathers,
Suedes, Hats One day service.
Open 11.530 Mon Seat
ACE LAUNDRY
8th and E. William
I
(next to Togo’s) 293 Me
TYPING Fast, accurate. and I
reasonable too Try me I’m
West San Jose. Patty 984 1647
Iii

INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing.
grammar,
form,
tapes 1
resumes Ram to 9pm Margie
Reeves 996 1265

Al (ENT ION
AUDIOPHILES!
Tammy. Phase Linear. Genesis
HI( a W. DBE. k LH. MOO
Lux
Dahiguist
CV, Ohm
Nakamtchi. ft114 B 0 DCM
M K. ADC. DO Gas, Janus
Mkko, bonus Scott EP1 JvC
ESL .115L, BIC. Jli. and/nen. al
Discount Prices! AUDIO EN
TERPRISE 5 has Over 140 Mato,
brands of home elec frond s al 10
to 50 percent Mt, All new loll
warranty
Free
cassette
carousel stylus linter. on eec
Cleaner kit w any system. Call
255 5550 M F 4 9 All day. Sal
Sun ASK for N EN
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT! 10
10 50 percent DISCOUNT on the
Biggest selection in the entire
Bay Area! Over 225 Top brands
of Stereo. Car Radio. TV, Audio
Components.
Prolessional
Sound
VIcieo
equipment.
recorders games,
t api’s
Records and Accessories
Calculators.
too.
Forlorn
walled wctull warranty Free
Stylus timer or rec cleaning kit
with any system! All prices
quoted are complete Before you
buy anywhere else, give us a
call. 255 5550 ASK for KEN The
Lowest prices on the Widest
selection of the Highest Fidelity
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS
IT!

trawl
PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL S2 off wad for 2
color or 4 B and W photos
Reggular price 57.50
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 293 7000 20
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ
Ibetween 151 and 2nd Streets
TRAVEL. TRAVEL .TRAVEL. Our
services include tree World
wide charter flight locating
service for Amsterdam. London.
Dusseldorf. Frankfurt, Paris,
Rome.
Madrid,
Shannon.
Hong Kong.
Zurich. Mtlan
Philippines, Hawaii and New
York. Other services, Dural),
Bribed, Car Rentals, Books and
Maps. Luggage and Travel
Packs Student Services: Inn
cards, student
student ID
flighty Student Travel Table
located on the man floor of
Student Union Hours II 2 pm
Tues. wed Thurs or visit our
dice. Trip and Travel Planning
CO. 441E William St (At S 10th
St I San Jose, CA 95117 14001
2931612 Hours Mon 90 Cm,
Tues thru Fri 06 pm plus Sat
10 3Pm
NEED TWO PEOPLE to travel in
Spain with us in June Will rent a
car and stay in youth hostels
Jobn or Jai’, 279-901
AIESEC presents its annual Travel
Show to be held on Mar. 16 and
17 sn the LOMA PR IETA Room,
Student Unton Slide Shows,
Visa Inform . lobs Abroad and
Travel Films will beshown

lost and found
LOST 2,22 6th and San Saivador
Black Vinyl Appointment Book
REWARDICall Tony, 259 5405
LOST Prescription glasses Large
brown frames in orange CaSe II
found please call 293 7386
LOST
VECTOR ANALYSIS by
Wrede and FORTRAN IV
Reward or will buy used books
Joel. 787 1625
FOUND Reddish brown and black
dog. -kesia- On leather collar
Found on SJSU campus Call
Rosemary 965 41931 evenings

T e
Spartan
Daily
reaches
over
25,000
people

IF YOU LIKE the latest DISCO
MUSIC Call wink MO 7 8 pm
LOW RATES! Concrete finisher
patio, drive way, Sidewalk. etc
Call 2303911.
_
HAIR
removed
UNWANTED
forever 335 5 Baywood Ave
247-746
ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
interpret
and
calculate
horoscopes. call Dormice 797
0986
a WEDDiNc,
LOOKING for
PHOTOGRAPHER, Images by
!Ohm are ettpressoons of love
soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone For the f inest wed
ding photography. call 301171
Paulson at 269 7937

day

p.
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’Creator’s messenger
ends million-mile trip

Senate
displaces
computer
tutoring

By Erik Sjobeek
"I have travelled a
million miles to see you,"
the speaker said, "and
bring you good news from
the Infinite Creator.
"Every one of us
comes from the Infinite
Creator and are all
nourished by Him," Master
Gao Theo Thong, founder of
the "Ee" religion told an
audience of about 50 persons Tuesday afternoon in
the Journalism Building.
"We see undoubtedly
that all religions are advocating the same idea."
Introduced by his
assistant as "the patriarch
of a movement which has
captured the imagination
of the world," Thong, a

(Continued from Page 1)
"It was used as a place to make
up our magazine, The Rule, now out
of existence," he said. "It was later
used as office space and finally a
tutoring room."
The Academic Senate meanwhile settled in the school during the
’705. With the additional room, it
now occupies three offices.
"The proper procedures were
followed," Yaffe said. "Nothing has
been taken from anything. There are
processes by which spaces are
allocated and the meetings to this
effect were held last August and
October. This is old stuff."

"Yaffe’s statement does not jibe
with the facts," said Harvey
Sharfstein, associate dean of
engineering. "We’ve had students
coming out of our ears for the last
two or three years. We have lecture
classes all over the campus."
Sharfstein said alternatives
were offered at the meetings which
were held in the conference room of
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns.
We suggested that the
secretarial staff be moved into the
area in back of the Academic Senate
where a suite of rooms could have
been arranged, and better communication could go on," he said.
"They would also have better
access to the reference files,"
Sharf stein said. "To the best of my
recollection, the Academic Senate
secretary vetoed that suggestion."
The School of Engineering
reluctantly gave up the room
because it saw how Dionne would be

which his divine revelation
took, Zhong smiled broadly
and replied, "The secret of
heaven is indeed a
mystery.
"Because many of (the
haven’t
disclosures)
happened yet, it would not
be possible to answer your
question at this time. The
Master begs your pardon."
From 1945 to 1971, Ee
spread through "invisible
form," Thong said, but by
proclamation of the Infinite
Creator, the religion was
formally declared in
Singapore in 1971.
The sect has "innumerous" believers as far
away as Iceland, according
to its literature.
"In 1971 by heavenly

Zhong spoke in Mandarin and appeared
humble and at ease. His
words were translated by
Dr. Sti-tui Ong, chairman
of the Ee Religions Center
in Edmonton, Canada.
According to a pamphlet
which
was
distributed, the Ee religion
was founded in 1945, "by
decree of the Creator of the
Universe."
Responding to a
question as to the form

decree, Ee completed
volumes of scriptur,
Zhong said. "Also
decree we went the
volume to all the head
state to promote the
idea of unification
oneness of all hun
beings.
"When the Infir
Creator sends messeng
down to help hu
beings, then he is activ
helping with th
salvation," Zhong
"But the last responsibi
is for each person to w
out their own salvation."
Master Thong was
guest lecturer of SJS
Religious
Studi
Program.

School of Education optimistic

Yaffe said the school has excess
space.
According to Dean of Academic
Planning John Foote, it wasn’t a
matter of excess space, but that no
one could afford to run around the
campus to look for extra space.

Hong Kong resident, explained that "Ee" stands
for the Chinese character
which means justice,
righteousness and love
toward human beings
without discrimination.

photo by Heidi Hansen

Peer Drop -in coordinator Zoni Carmely (left) and
SJSU student Ishmel Jones take a moment to relax
inside the center which will soon be closed.
Cabrera, freshman mechanical
inconvenienced, Sharfstein said.
engineering student.
Two rooms offered to him were
"There are specific little
rejected because they were between
questions that we have," said Vicky
two hallways.
engineering
general
Flores,
Sharfstein said the service was
sophomore. "The technical things
valuable to the students and Dionne
got nothing extra in terms of dollars ,and format statements are hard to
understand. Sometimes the confor providing the service.
sultants and students can’t help
"They should have someone to
either."
guide their students," said Filemon

Black Social Club formed
to create unity on campus
Henry Gage Jr. thought there
was too much individualism among
black and white students at SJSU so
he formed a Black Social Club in an
effort to help solve the problem.
The electrical engineering
junior said he organized the group
this semester to involve black
students in leisure activities.
Last weekend the group went on
a ski trip to the South Shore of Lake
Tahoe. Backpacking, camping and
field trips will be discussed at its

first meeting today at 5 p.m. in the
S.U. Almaden Room.
According to Barbara Profit,
member and president of Concerned
Black Students, said what Gage
really had in mind was getting black
students together because they don’t
know about one another personally.
"I think a club like this will
bring about some unity on campus,"
Gage said. "I feel the group’s goals
should encompass everyone’s
desires.

Accreditors conclude study
By Cherie Beers
The second of two outside agencies will complete its
examination of SJSU’s School of Education today and at
least two school staff members are optimistic about the
results.
"I don’t think we will lose our accreditation," said
Allen Friebel, professor of elementary education.
Although unable to give an analysis of the results of
the two visits, Gertrude Corcoran, professor of elementary education, said, "I’m very happy with their attitudes."
After conducting three days of interviews with the
"producers and consumers" of the SJSU School of
Education, an 80-member state assessment team will
prepare reports for a regional group from the Commission
for Teacher Preparation and Licensing for approval
status, according to Cedrick Buset, a representative from
the group.
A smaller team of 10 members from the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education visited
the School of Education during the first three days of
March to "look at the program of the school in relation to
the standards of the national group," Friebel said.
The school will receive a preliminary report from the
council within 21 days.
"To lose our accreditation would certainly damage
our image in the community," Friebel said.
"I don’t know what all the implications would be,"
said Sidney Tiedt, chairman of elementary education,
"but we have been accredited in the past and we would
like to be accredited now."

The school was last accredited in 1968.
"The state group’s approval is a legal step in t
issuance of teacher accreditation," Friebel said.
The state assessment team, which compares SJSt
programs to those detailed in a document perpar
earlier by the school and approved by the state, is to s
"how well we’re doing what we said we would do," Tel
said.
The team, made up of community lay peopl
students, teachers and practitioners, administrators al
representatives from higher education, will write thr,
reports on its observations, Buset said.
Discrepancy and special observation reports a
written and submitted to the regional panel for approv
status of the school’s programs.
A quality report is written to "provide feedback to tl
institution," and does not go to the regional panel, Bus
said.
The panel will then decide the approval status of t
school’s program as either standard, conditional
probationary. Buset said.
"Probationary status is very serious," Friebel sa
although none of the designations "restricts your ability
issue creditations."
Only one or two campuses in California received
probationary status, according to Friebel.
"The contents of the report are confidential until
becomes public in June," Buset said.
The state team last assessed the school’s programs
1969.

spartaguide
Continuing Education
will sponsor a two-day
workshop on health care
planning
program
strategies from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. tomorrow and
Saturday at the Santa
Clara County Service
Center Auditorium, 1555
Berger Road. Continuing
Education units are offered.

Applications are
available from the International Student Office
in the Administration
Building, room 201.
Deadline for submitting
applications is Apri115.
.
Alpha Tau Omega will
have an open party from 9
p.m. until 1 a.m. tonight at
234S. Ilth St. Music will be
by Integration.

The Anthropology
Department will hold a
The Semana Chicane
business meeting at 5:30
p.m. in the Anthropology Committee will hold a
Department basement, 340 meeting at 4:30 p.m. today
S. Fourth St. Future in MacQuarrie Hall, room
summer archeology field 426.
work programs and the
archeologist to be hired for
SOTA will hold a
fall 1978 will be discussed.
For further information potluck at 7 tonight at
contact Mike Woods at 354- Cecilia’s, 1645 Bowling
1973.
Green Drive, No. 215-C. All
pre-OTs, OT majors and
AIESEC will hold a faculty members are
membership meeting and welcome. Transportation
dinner at 6 p.m. Saturday and housing at San Diego
at The Fair in the for the AOTA Conference
Moonlight Shopping will be finalized and the
Center, 2656 El Camino Death and Dying seminars
Real. Guest speaker will be discussed. Bring your
Arevalo from favorite dish.
Sandy
Denmark and past LCP, Al
Wehrsodfer. For more
Housing and traninformation contact Joe sportation lists are now
Torres at 264-0729 or 277- posted on the SOTA bulletin
3402.
board for the AOTA annual
conference in San Diego.
Make your arrangements
Summer Crossroads before the middle of March
1978, an intercultural ex- to insure a spot in San
change between foreign Diego.
students and American
families, is accepting
SJSU cheerleaders will
applications for its June 4 hold tryout clinics at 7
through 10 program.
tonight in Women’s
Qualified students will Gym,128. For further inattend a pre-departure formation, contact Cindy
conference to prepare for
returning to their home
countries

Pena at 241-5533 after 5
p.m.
La
Cosa Nueva
provides music, news, and
information to the Chicano
community from 2 p.m. to
midnight Sundays on KSJSFM 91.
The Thursday minicourses will be discontinued for the rest of the
semester.
The National Press
Photographers Association
will hold its first meeting of
the semester at 7 tonight in
the Journalism Building,
room
101.
Freelance
magazine photographer
Ragmar Peterson will, be
the guest speaker. All
interested persons are
invited.
The Campus Ambassadors will hold a Bible
study at 10:30 a.m, today in
the S.U. Montalvo Room.
Phi Kappa Alpha
fraternity will hold a 15th
anniversary bash from 9 to
midnight tonight at its
house, 499S. Fifth St. There
will be a band.
The SJSU Shotokan
Karate Club will meet from
3:30 to 5 p.m. today in the
Physical Education and
Recreation Building, room
280. For information, call
Dr. Mark Sueller at 2773006.
The Ski Club will hold a
meeting at 7:30 tonight in
the Engineering Building,
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The Portuguese-Brazilian Club will hold a
meeting and a slide show
from noon to 1 p.m.
tomorrow in the Foreign
Language Building, room
8A.
The Hunger Project
and Food Day Committee
will hold a meeting at 3:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. Everyone
is invited.
The ASP) student
chapter will have an information meeting at 7
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Pam
Baldwin, president of the
Business
Internation
Designers, will speak.
The SJSU Follcdance
Club will host a workshop
in Armenian Dance, taught
by Tom Bozigiam at 7 p.m.
tomorrow in the Women’s
Gym, room 101. There will
be films and a talk on
Armenian folklore with
dancing beginning at 8 p.m.

A dollar says Sound Guardfi
keeps your Bach, Blues and Boogie
perfectly preserved.
Audio experts have called our Record Preservation
Kit "the best thing for records since vinyl!’
Now Sound Guard will pay you $1 to
prove the strength of their judgement.
Simply purchase the Preservation Kit
from your audio or record dealer and
send us the coupon below with proof of
purchase. We’ll send you your dollar.
Independent tests prove records
played 100 times show the same absence
of surface noise and distortion, when regularly
treated with Sound Guard, as a new record
played once in "mint condition:’
Sound Guard protection lasts. However, this
&ler ends July 31,1978. So don’t delay.

Sound Guard’keeps your
good sounds sounding good.
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room 132. Signups for
Jackson Hole will be taken.
For more information, call
Joe Patterson at 268-2529.
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SAN FRANCISCO
PALO ALTO
SACRAMENTO
SANTA CRUZ

415-433-1763
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916-448-0351
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